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among her subject races; to the Magyars—who were brought to
love Berlin as much as they hated Vienna; and to the Turks-
won over by two decades of able and unscrupulous work to regard
Germany as their one true friend and the German army as the
only model for Ottoman fighters. Minor parts were reserved for
Rumania or Bulgaria, of which the Kaiser (who was apt to think
in terms of crowned heads) preferred the former for personal
reasons. The strong point about this conception was that it
called for no use of ships, but only that of armies and railways, in
which Germany was already supreme; and had she taken the one
task at a time, and not alarmed England by building Tirpitz's
premature and provocative fleet, she might have put herself into
a position of such power and wealth, that the trident would
subsequently have fallen into her lap. But all these prospects
dissolved like dreams, if once a permanent block of united and
Russophile Slavdom were to dominate the Balkans, followed, as
it must be, by Russia's own advent on the Golden Horn. The
conflict between the two thrusts—the Russian north to south and
the German west to east—was absolute.1 And it needs to be
clearly grasped, because it was what motived the war of 1914.
What special concerns had the British government in the issue?
Directly, none; indirectly, several. In the first place, if war came
France would be drawn in under the terms of the Dual Alliance;
and her participation would at once raise questions—even if there
had been no Entente—of the Channel ports and of oversea
possessions, But secondly, there was the even more fundamental
fact of Germany's naval challenge. Could the island-Empire
stand passively aside and see the mastery of the Continent pass
to the one Power which already threatened it on the element by
which It lived? Thirdly, there was the special and neutral in-
terest which Britain, as the world's greatest trading and financing
nation, had in peace.
Grey showed wisdom and skill in this crisis. He kept in the
foreground the consideration last mentioned, and so far won the
confidence of both sides, that they agreed to deal with the situa-
tion, as it developed, through a conference of ambassadors meet-
ing in London under his chairmanship from December onwards.
1 Though as late as 1911 so little appreciated by Bethmann-Hollweg, that for
transitory reasons he was ready to concede the Straits to Russia. The arguments
of Marschall von Bieberstein against this course are well worth reading: Die Grosse
Politik, xxxiii (1926); see especially pp. 224-5, 230-1, 243-5. Bethmann-Hollweg
had not much knowledge of foreign affairs.

